
Message from The Chair, Lummi Island Ferry Advisory Committee (LIFAC): 

(AN EXCERPT FROM THE MINUTES OF LIFAC PUBLIC WORK SESSION, FRIDAY, NOV. 13, 2015.) 

SELECTION OF THE NEW SENIOR MASTER ON THE WHATCOM CHIEF 

During the recent work session of LIFAC, held downtown at the Public Works Building, the Special 

Projects Manager Rob Ney gave the following report: 

Master Fred Nyland will retire Dec. 1. His successor will come from among five qualified candidates on 

the crew with a master’s license who applied: (alphabetically) Rich Hudson, John Mulhern, Gary Poole, 

Mark Richardson, and Bryan Thurber.  

“They went through an absolutely rigorous interview and testing process,” Nye said.  He said he 

immediately addressed “a perception” that he and ferry ops manager Chantelle Hilsinger would make 

the selection. He described a process that involved each candidate interviewing with different people. 

Among the interviewers, PW enlisted the director of ferry operations for Skagit County; “She knows the 

business, but not the people,” Ney said. 

The candidates wrote responses to 10 essay questions on the test, including one on their vision for 

short-term and long-term changes on the ferry.  

After the test and interview sessions, PW staff rated the candidates 1-through-5 based on an 

accumulative score of 300. Ney said that the top three were within 7.5 points of one another. PW will go 

with the person who scored highest “to honor the integrity of the process,” Ney said. 

“The process was set up so that we weren’t making the selection. They were – it was up to them to earn 

it on merit.” 

The selected candidate will undergo further discussions with PW Director Jon Hutchings. 

An especially strong emphasis was placed on management skills and potential (20%). “We want the 

Senior Master – who is the shift supervisor on watch, and in charge of the vessel – to play a greater role 

in department management,” Nye explained. “As a front-line supervisor, he’s going to be asked to come 

into the office once a cycle. We’re working on constant improvement of processes involving those who 

are out there day-to-day (crew), instead of relying on ideas just from staff that may or may not work.” 

Another goal was to establish a foundation for succession planning, and for having a strong pool of 

qualified Master candidates. “There’s too much good information in all their heads not to involve them; 

we have numerous (crew) who know that engine room inside-and-out.” 

WHAT’S NEXT? 

1. Background check. 

2. Medical exam. 

3. Conditional offer letter. 



4. If the offer is rejected, PW will take the next in line “based on merit.” 

5. Public announcement (as soon as the middle of this week). 

6. Probationary period for performance evaluation up to 6 months, which PW can extend. 

Ney concluded, “We formalized the selection process to take it out of ‘office politics’ and to say to them, 

‘It’s up to you to prove  yourself.’ The head of another (County) department said that our selection 

process was as thorough as when the County chose the new Public Works Director earlier this year. “ 

OTHER NOTES FROM THE MINUTES: 

 NEY REPORTED DETAILS of the reported “incident” aboard the Whatcom Chief on Wednesday, 

Nov. 11: 

1. Nye was on board for on deck for an all-crew meeting while the ferry refueling took place. 

2. An yet-to-be-determined cause (vapor lock suspected) sent a small amount of fuel spraying on 

deck. “Within a minute, 15 of us were on deck,” Nye said. 

3. He sent the ferry immediately to Lummi Island dock where medical supplies are stocked in the 

office. 

4. Several who quelled the leak were treated, especially with eye wash, by three EMTs among the 

staff. 

5. Ney walked the queue to inform waiting passengers about the delay in service. 

6. PW filed an incident report to: 

a. Washington Dept. of Energy; 

b. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) for compliance with the National Pollutant 

Discharge Elimination System (NPDES), under the Clean Water Act; 

c. U.S. Coast Guard, and 

d. Lummi Nation. 

An investigation is ongoing. 

 COUNTY HAS RECEIVED NO WORD on the status of the Federal Tiger Grant applied for by 

Lummi Nation, other than that the process is running about a month late. The grant would help 

fund both the Lummi Marina at Gooseberry Point, and a new ferry for Whatcom County. 
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